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I study various topics in microeconomics with a focus on models of information and

how individuals interact in dynamic settings. My research can be grouped into five areas

– learning under model misspecification, discrimination, information aggregation, moral

hazard, and the econometrics of randomized experiments. My work on discrimination has

both theoretical and empirical components, and builds on my research on learning under

model misspecification. The work in the other four areas is theoretical.

1 Social Learning under Model Misspecification

A central concern in economics is how agents learn about their environment to make

better decisions. Often, individuals learn from observing their peers. For example, when

deciding whether to adopt a new health treatment, an individual may observe whether

other patients chose this treatment or whether the treatment led to side effects in others.

Learning from these sources requires a model to interpret the actions and outcomes of

others. Standard social learning models critically assume that individuals have a correct

model of how others process information and make decisions (Banerjee 1992; Bikhchan-

dani, Hirshleifer, and Welch 1992; Smith and Sorensen 2000). However, when individuals

have heterogenous preferences, interpret information in heterogenous ways, or aggregate

information from multiple sources, arriving at correct beliefs about the environment is

challenging.1 Model misspecification allows for the possibility that agents have incorrect

models of the informational environment and how others make decisions.

Bohren (2016) studies a sequential social learning setting where agents have a mis-

specified model of the correlation between other agents’ actions – they cannot distinguish

between new and redundant information. When individuals significantly overestimate

the amount of new information, beliefs about the state become entrenched and incorrect

learning occurs with positive probability, while when individuals sufficiently overestimate

the amount of redundant information, beliefs fail to converge and learning is cyclical.

Building on Bohren (2016), Bohren and Hauser (2018b) provide a general charac-

terization of how model misspecification affects long-run learning in a sequential social

1A large empirical literature documents how individuals are systematically biased when processing
information and interpreting the decisions of others. Depending on the context, individuals have been
shown to overreact or underreact to new information (Moore and Healy 2008; Ortoleva and Snowberg
2015), slant information towards a preferred state (Bartels 2002; Bénabou and Tirole 2011; Jerit and
Barabas 2012; Kunda 1990), misunderstand strategic interaction (Kübler and Weizsäcker 2004; Penczyn-
ski 2017), or miscalculate the extent to which others’ preferences or beliefs are similar to their own (Marks
and Miller 1987; Miller and McFarland 1987).
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learning setting. We develop a framework to represent cognitive biases as forms of model

misspecification. Our main result is a simple criterion to characterize learning outcomes

– long run beliefs about the state – that is straightforward to derive from the primitives

of the misspecification. Misspecification opens the door to learning outcomes that do not

occur in the correctly specified model. Depending on the nature of the misspecification,

learning may be incorrect, where beliefs converge to the wrong state, or cyclical, with

beliefs that never converge. Agents may perpetually disagree, with beliefs converging to

different states despite observing the same information, and multiple degenerate learning

outcomes may arise, which leads to path-dependent learning. For example, the same agent

may have correct or incorrect learning, depending on initial signals.2 We also establish

that the correctly specified model is robust, in that agents with approximately correct

models almost surely learn the true state.

The learning outcomes that arise in misspecified social learning models have important

consequences for behavior. When learning is incorrect, agents make inefficient choices,

while when learning is cyclical, action choices oscillate between efficient and inefficient

choices infinitely often. For example, when agents learn about the riskiness of a behavior,

e.g. binge drinking, and have a misspecified model of others’ preferences, they may

perpetually oscillate between risky and safe behavior. When multiple learning outcomes

arise, relatively sophisticated agents with different life experiences can become very certain

that different states of the world are true. For example, an initial signal that a medical

technology is dangerous or a new restaurant is low quality, when in fact the opposite

is true, can lead to the mistaken belief becoming entrenched. In contrast, if the initial

signal had been positive, agents would have learned the correct state. Therefore, different

populations with similar models can come to have very different entrenched views.

Our framework captures three broad categories of model misspecification: strategic

misspecification, such as level-k and cognitive hierarchy, signal misspecification, such as

partisan bias, motivated reasoning and overconfidence, and preference misspecification,

such as the false consensus effect and pluralistic ignorance. For each category, we illustrate

how to calculate the set of asymptotic learning outcomes and derive comparative statics

for how this set changes with the parameters of the misspecification. The misspecified

model of correlation in Bohren (2016) is another form of strategic misspecification that is

captured by our framework.

2When informational herds arise in correctly specified social learning models, convergence to multiple
limit beliefs also occurs (Banerjee 1992; Bikhchandani et al. 1992; Smith and Sorensen 2000). In contrast
to the misspecified setting, all, but at most one, of these limit beliefs must be non-degenerate. This
difference is economically important. Informational herds are fragile and easy to overturn, whereas
degenerate beliefs – such as the ones that arise with misspecified models – are not.
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Together, Bohren (2016) and Bohren and Hauser (2018b) show that when agents have

misspecified models of the learning environment, inefficient choices can persist in the face

of contradictory information, incorrect beliefs can become entrenched, or beliefs can fail

to converge, despite sufficient information for complete learning. In Bohren, Imas, and

Rosenberg (2019b) (described in the next section), we apply this framework to a setting

with discrimination and explore how model misspecification about perceived and actual

group differences in ability influences the dynamics of discrimination.

Given the different inefficiencies that arise when agents are misspecified, it is natural

to ask what types of policies will improve decision-making. In Bohren and Hauser (2018a),

we explore how information campaigns can counteract inefficient choices. We study the

optimal way for a social planner to release costly public information about the state. For

example, this could entail a public health campaign to encourage parents to vaccinate their

children or a savings campaign that encourages workers to invest in the stock market. We

focus on a setting in which agents learn from others’ outcomes and have a misspecified

model of others’ preferences. Agents either overestimate the population prevalence of their

preferences (the false consensus effect) or perceive a discrepancy between their preferences

and the preferences of others (pluralistic ignorance).3 The planner’s objective is to choose

the cheapest policy, in terms of long-run average cost, that restores the asymptotic rate

of learning in the correctly specified model.

When agents exhibit the false consensus effect, beliefs can converge to the incorrect

state. In this case, it is important for the planner to release information to prevent beliefs

from becoming entrenched on the incorrect state. Once a herd occurs on the correct state,

the planner no longer needs to release information. Therefore, the optimal intervention

is temporary (it ends in finite time) and corrective (intervention occurs when agents are

choosing inefficient actions). On the contrary, when agents exhibit pluralistic ignorance,

learning can be cyclical. In this case, the planner needs to release information frequently

to guarantee convergence. The optimal intervention is permanent (information is released

infinitely often) and reinforcing (intervention occurs when agents are choosing efficient

actions).

2 Discrimination

Learning plays an important role in the labor market, as workers are often evaluated

based on their perceived ability or the perceived quality of their output. Belief-based

3For example, adolescents have been found to exhibit a false consensus effect for estimating peers’
smoking choices (Sherman, Presson, Chassin, Corty, and Olshavsky 1983) and the prevalence of excessive
drinking (Suls, Wan, and Sanders 1988), while pluralistic ignorance has been documented with respect
to estimating the extent of others’ social inhibition and the inclination of others to choose a beneficial
action that may have embarrassing consequences (Miller and McFarland 1987).
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discrimination arises when an evaluator believes different groups – for example, males

and females – have different abilities. Moreover, belief-based discrimination can either

be statistical, in that it stems from correct beliefs about expected performance (Phelps

1972), or biased, in that it stems from misspecified beliefs about how performance differs

by group. In contrast to belief-based discrimination, discrimination may also stem from

preference-based sources. This occurs when individuals have a taste or preference against

interacting with a particular group (Becker 1957). Distinguishing between these different

sources of discrimination is important for policy and welfare assessment.

In Bohren et al. (2019b), we demonstrate that studying the dynamics of discrimina-

tion in a social learning setting can be used to identify its source. Suppose individuals

repeatedly perform tasks that generate output, and in the process, produce an observable

history of evaluations on these tasks. For example, a man and a woman are employed at a

firm and are promoted based on how managers evaluate their output. When the workers

are starting out and lack evaluations of their own prior performance, initial discrimina-

tion occurs if the woman’s output is less likely to earn a promotion or receive a positive

evaluation than the man’s, despite the appearance of similar quality. Now suppose the

workers continue producing output and receive similar sequences of evaluations. Does

discrimination persist in this dynamic setting, is it mitigated, or does it even reverse?

We first demonstrate theoretically that the answer to this question depends critically

on the underlying source of discrimination. If the source is belief-based – for example,

the quality of output is imperfectly observed and evaluators believe that on average,

men have higher abilities than women – then observing prior evaluations will reduce

discrimination against women, relative to men with similar evaluations. Additionally,

when initial beliefs favor men, a woman needs to produce higher quality output in order

to overcome the initial disparity in beliefs and receive a similar evaluation as a man. This

speeds up the mitigation of discrimination for evaluators who are aware that a woman had

to meet a higher standard to receive a given evaluation. These evaluators may even come

to believe that the woman is of higher ability than a man with a similar evaluation history

– favoring her future output over the man’s and reversing the direction of discrimination

in later periods. In fact, observing a reversal can help disentangle whether evaluators’

models are correct or misspecified. We show theoretically that a reversal provides evidence

for bias.4 In contrast to belief-based sources, if discrimination is caused by a taste or

preference against rewarding or interacting with women, then a woman who receives a

similar sequence of evaluations as a man will continue to face discrimination in future

4Our model builds on the framework for social learning with model misspecification developed in
Bohren and Hauser (2018b).
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periods.

We complement the theoretical results with a field experiment on a large mathematics

Q & A forum where users post content that is evaluated by other users. This forum

is an important resource for students and researchers in STEM fields. The setting is

unique in allowing us to exogenously vary the perceived gender identity of the individual

posting content and his or her reputation, which is based on prior evaluations on the same

platform. We wrote a series of questions and posted them on accounts that exogenously

varied by gender of assigned usernames (male and female), and reputation (novice or

advanced). Advanced accounts had high reputations that we built by posting content until

the associated account reached the top 25th percentile on the forum, while novice accounts

had no prior posts. We found significant initial discrimination against females: content

posted to novice female accounts received significantly lower evaluations than content

posted to similar male accounts. However, at advanced reputations, discrimination not

only mitigates but reverses direction: male accounts receive lower evaluations than female

accounts. Interpreting these results through the lens of our model, this dynamic reversal

implies discrimination driven by biased beliefs.

Bohren, Haggag, Imas, and Pope (2019a) further explore belief-based sources of dis-

crimination that stem from inaccurate beliefs. We provide evidence from an online ex-

periment that illustrates how to distinguish between accurate (based on correct beliefs)

and inaccurate (based on misspecified beliefs) belief-based discrimination. We show how

ignoring this distinction – as is often the case in the discrimination literature – can lead

to erroneous interpretations of the motives and implications of discriminatory behavior.

The majority of discrimination research focuses on discrimination in easily quantified

behavior, such as callback rates for job applications or initial offers for products and

services. However, discrimination can also occur along dimensions that are harder to

quantify, such as the language used when engaging with and evaluating members of a

targeted group. In Bohren, Imas, and Rosenberg (2018), we use text and language data

to examine whether people respond differently to questions posed by women versus men.

Using techniques from machine learning and the textual data from the field experiment in

Bohren et al. (2019b), we document a significant difference in the distribution of language

used in response to questions from male versus female usernames. This highlights the

importance of considering language as an additional means of discrimination.
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3 Moral Hazard

3.1 Dynamic Moral Hazard with Persistence

In Bohren (2018b), I study how the persistence of past choices can be used to create

incentives. A long-run player, such as a firm, interacts with a sequence of short-run

players, such as customers. The long-run player faces moral hazard and her past actions

are imperfectly observed – they are distorted by a Brownian motion. Persistence refers

to the impact that actions have on a payoff-relevant state variable, e.g. the quality of a

product depends on both current and past investment choices.

I characterize equilibrium payoffs and actions in Markov perfect equilibrium (MPE),

for a fixed discount rate, and show that the PPE payoff set is equal to the convex hull of the

MPE payoff set. I also establish sufficient conditions for an MPE to be the unique PPE.

This characterization yields sharp insights – in contrast to a folk theorem, it determines

what type of equilibria one expects to emerge and what pattern of behavior will generate

a given payoff. It shows the dynamics of behavior depend on observable outcomes, such as

the rating of a restaurant or the current level of a policy variable, and how incentives and

payoffs depend on the structure of persistence, such as the depreciation rate of investment.

In the course of characterizing the equilibrium payoff set, I reconcile the existence of

non-trivial incentives in games with persistent actions (my setting) or incomplete informa-

tion (Faingold and Sannikov 2011), which are both stochastic games, with the equilibrium

degeneracy result for a similar repeated game with complete information and no persis-

tence (Faingold and Sannikov 2011; Fudenberg and Levine 2007; Sannikov and Skrzypacz

2007). How the long-run player’s continuation value changes in response to public infor-

mation (i.e. the sensitivity) creates dynamic incentives in both stochastic and repeated

games. In a stochastic game, the sensitivity of the continuation value can depend on the

state, which jointly allows effective incentives at some states (i.e. non-zero sensitivity)

and prevents the continuation value from escaping the payoff set (i.e. zero sensitivity at

state(s) that yield a continuation value on the boundary of the payoff set). In a repeated

game, the sensitivity must also be zero at the state(s) that yield a continuation value on

the boundary of the payoff set. But trivially, a repeated game is a stochastic game with

a single state – and therefore, this means that the sensitivity is zero at all states, leading

to degenerate incentives.

Several applications illustrate how persistence can be used to create effective intertem-

poral incentives to overcome moral hazard in settings where traditional channels fail. In

a version of the canonical product choice setting in which a firm’s effort has a persistent

effect on the quality of its product, I show that persistence provides effective incentives

for the firm to invest in building a high quality product. These incentives are present in
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the long-run, in that the firm continues to choose a positive level of investment as the

time period grows large. In a variation of the product choice game in which the marginal

return to quality is non-monotonic, I show that persistent quality leads firms to specialize

in low or high quality. I also use this framework to model constituents who elect a board

to implement a policy target – for example, the Federal Reserve targets interest rates or

a board of directors sets growth and return targets for its company. Finally, I consider

a setting in which a government and innovators invest in intellectual capital, and there

is a strategic complementarity between their investments. The complementarity leads to

multiple Markov equilibria, including one in which neither party invests and several that

sustain a positive level of investment. The equilibrium characterization in these applica-

tions can be used to address important design questions, such as how to select the optimal

durability for a production technology or optimally design a reward structure.

The role of creating persistent incentive schemes will become increasingly important

as technology continues to enable more continuous feedback, and platforms are used to

coordinate a series of one-shot interactions. In Bohren (2018a), I study how ratings can

be used to create incentives on a platform in which a long-run worker sells a service to a

sequence of short-run consumers. For example, consider an Uber driver providing rides

to a sequence of customers. The driver chooses an unobservable effort level, which is

costly and influences the expected quality of the ride. Consumers rate the driver after

each interaction, and their willingness to pay is increasing in the driver’s effort. Uber can

design a rating mechanism in which it diverts a portion of a driver’s revenue and uses this

to reward the driver for higher aggregate ratings. Key design features of such a reputation

mechanism include the rate at which past reviews expire, the amount of revenue to divert

to the reward system, and the shape of the reward function with respect to the driver’s

rating.

Using the equilibrium characterization from Bohren (2018b), I compare payoffs and

actions across different designs to answer questions such as what design maximizes profits

for the driver or platform, the possibility of implementing the efficient effort level, and how

these design choices depend on the patience of the driver and the ability of the platform

to price discriminate between consumers. I obtain a sharp characterization of the optimal

rating mechanism for two cases: (i) the platform maximizes the worker’s payoff, subject

to budget balance, and (ii) the platform is a profit-maximizing third player. In both

cases, efficiency is significantly improved relative to a market without persistent ratings,

in that the worker exerts effort closer to the efficient level. In the worker-optimal case,

the optimal mechanism achieves full efficiency under strong conditions: the platform

must be able to perfectly price discriminate, and the worker must be perfectly patient.
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The profit-maximizing platform always selects a less efficient rating mechanism than the

worker-optimal mechanism, leading to inefficiently low quality. Even under conditions

that do not allow platforms to fully overcome moral hazard, utilizing persistent rating

mechanisms improves efficiency and provides platforms with a powerful tool to generate

intertemporal incentives.

3.2 Moral Hazard with Peer Monitoring

Technological advancement is changing the way modern companies interact with their

workforce. Information technology creates the opportunity for firms to access a flexible

and inexpensive pool of workers through open calls online, a practice known as crowd-

sourcing. But in the absence of conventional methods of supervising employees, tapping

into this global workforce presents a host of new incentive issues. Workers are compen-

sated for their effort, but the exertion of effort is unobservable, and a signal of the quality

of their output is often not generated until after the worker has been paid and moved on

to complete tasks for other firms.

Motivated by this example, Bohren and Kravitz (2018) study a principal-agent model

with moral hazard in which workers’ effort is unobservable and output is unverifiable.

Monitoring takes the form of hiring multiple workers to complete the same task and com-

paring reported output across workers. Incentives are generated by conditioning payment

upon how a worker’s report compares to the report of other workers. The cost of mon-

itoring is endogenously determined by the expected wage payment to workers and the

expected number of workers hired per task.

The main result of the paper derives the firm’s optimal contract, which consists of a

wage and monitoring structure. The optimal contract generates important insights for the

design of contracts in these novel labor market settings. First, the firm faces a trade-off

between inefficiency and worker rents. As the firm raises the monitoring rate, the workers

require lower rents to choose high effort, but the contract becomes more inefficient as more

tasks are duplicated. Second, the firm can strengthen incentives by paying bonuses when

workers identify less likely tasks. Third, bundling multiple tasks together and conditioning

payment on the output of all tasks significantly strengthens incentives, which lowers both

the efficiency and worker rents of the optimal contract.

4 Information Aggregation in Committees

Another important question related to learning is how to aggregate information from

multiple sources. For example, a firm that is researching investment options – e.g. in ven-

ture capital, drug development, or marketing campaigns – needs to aggregate information

about investment opportunities currently available, and decide how much to invest. In
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such scenarios, committees are often formed to assist with the decision.

In Ali and Bohren (2018), we study how a Principal will optimally design such a

committee. The Principal selects a set of committee members and a voting threshold.

Committee members privately observe information about the quality of an alternative

and each vote whether to accept or reject it. The Principal and Committee members

agree on how to evaluate quality when it is observable, but differ in how they trade-

off the relative costs of accepting a low quality alternative and rejecting a high quality

alternative. Because the Principal’s and agents’ preferences differ, the Principal may wish

to ban straw polls or any form of secret communication within the committee before the

committee votes. After all, such communications would permit committee members to

perfectly coordinate their actions based on the joint signal profile and implement their

(ex interim) preferred outcome. Banning deliberation prevents the committee from such

overt collusion against the Principal’s interests. Nevertheless, it still may be possible for

committee members to tacitly collude by coordinating on their favorite equilibrium in the

game without deliberation. Our main result shows that the Principal does not gain from

banning deliberation when the committee can engage in tacit collusion. In other words,

once a Principal has to contend with a committee that can tacitly collude, she may as

well allow committee members to communicate with each other in an unrestricted way.

The Principal may gain from banning deliberation only if she can select the equilibrium

that the committee plays in the game without deliberation, or she can use either a non-

monotone or non-anonymous voting rule.

5 The Econometrics of Randomized Experiments

Experimental policy trials that explicitly consider interference between individuals are

an increasingly useful lens to study spillover and network effects. The possibility of

interference, where the treatment status of an individual affects the outcomes of others,

gives rise to a plethora of important economic questions. For example, how does the

benefit of treatment depend on the intensity of treatment within a population or does

a program benefit some by diverting these benefits from others? These questions are

of critical importance both for testing theoretical mechanisms and for designing optimal

policy.

In Baird, Bohren, McIntosh, and Özler (2018), we study the novel design choices faced

by empirical researchers who seek to experimentally investigate such spillover effects. We

focus on settings with partial interference, i.e. individuals are split into mutually exclusive

clusters, such as villages or schools, and interference occurs between individuals within a

cluster but not across clusters. A two-stage randomization procedure, in which first each

cluster is randomly assigned a treatment saturation, and second, individuals within each
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cluster are randomly assigned to treatment according to the realized treatment saturation,

can identify treatment and spillover effects in this setting (Hudgens and Halloran 2008).5

Designing such a randomized saturation (RS) experiment requires selecting the set of

treatment saturations and the share of clusters to assign to each saturation. We explore

the trade-offs involved in these design choices, from the perspective of how they affect

the standard errors of the estimators of different treatment and spillover effect estimands.

We derive closed-form expressions for the standard errors of these estimators, and use

these expressions to derive properties of the optimal designs to measure different sets of

estimands. We show that the ability to identify novel estimands, such as how treatment

effects vary with the intensity of treatment, comes at a cost: decreased statistical precision

to measure average treatment effects pooled across all saturations. In other words, the

same variation in treatment saturation that permits identification of how treatment and

spillover effects vary with the intensity of treatment is detrimental to the power of the

simple experimental comparison of treatment to pure control.

We also provide a foundation for the regression models commonly used by economists

to analyze RS experiments by mapping a potential outcomes model with interference into

a regression model with intra-cluster correlation. This provides a bridge between the

causal inference literature and the methods used to analyze experiments in practice. By

placing RS designs in the clustered error regression framework, we provide the closest

possible analogue to the familiar power calculations in cluster randomized trials without

interference. This makes the design trade-offs present in RS experiments transparent.

To complement our analytical results, we developed software to assist researchers

in designing RS experiments (Bohren, Staples, Baird, McIntosh, and Özler 2016). Our

software allows users to calculate the standard errors of estimators for different RS designs

or calculate the optimal RS design for a given researcher objective. The software is publicly

available at http://pdel.ucsd.edu/solutions/index.html.
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